
                Educational work at the department is carried out in accordance with the approved plan. 

As part of the implementation of the special project "Tuғan Zher" of the subroutine "Rouhani қazyna" in the 

first semester, teachers held 7 events: 

1) Festival of languages "If people are friends - they are friends of languages"; 

2) Volunteer action "Happy Day of Wisdom and Kindness," dedicated to the Day of the Elderly; 

3) Military-patriotic event "Your fellow countrymen are glorious," dedicated to the 100th anniversary of the 

birth of Manshuk Mametova; 

4) Video presentation competition dedicated to the 65th anniversary of the launch of the first space rocket 

from the Baikonur cosmodrome; 

5) Total dictation "El astanasy - Astana"; 

6) Round table "Kenesary khan - personality of the age of courage"; 

7) Competition of virtual excursion "My favorite city," dedicated to the Independence Day of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan. 

The events were held in the state, Russian and English languages. They were attended by students of 1 and 3 

courses.  
Within the framework of the subprogram "Tәrbiye zhәne bіlіm" two events were held - the competition of 

readers "Poetry of the Soul" and the intellectual game "Achievements of Kazakhstan in the field of education and 

science." 

On October 4, on the basis of the Karaganda University of the Kazpotrebsoyuz, an educational and cultural 

event was held dedicated to the 80th anniversary of the birth of Axeleu Seidimbek, in which students of the city of 

VT-22-1 took part. 

From November 10 to 21, 2022, the Regional Literary and Creative Project "Life Prose of the Great 

Steppe" was implemented, dedicated to the 120th anniversary of Gabiden Mustafin. 

The event was attended by students of universities and colleges of the Karaganda region. 

From December 5 to December 17, 2022, the Department of Russian Language and Culture held the 

Republican competition of creative works (essay) "XXI century - a look into the future: realities and prospects for 

the development of Kazakhstan," dedicated to the Independence Day of the Republic of Kazakhstan.  
Within the framework of international cooperation, students of the Abylkas Saginov KartTU, under the 

guidance of teachers of the department, took part and won prizes in the competitions "3 Minute Thesis" and 

translation dedicated to the International Translator Day. 

The planned activities for the reporting period were carried out, the set goals and objectives for educational 

work were implemented. 

                               

 


